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Far Faria- Contains hundreds of educational books for kids ages 2-9. Will help 
develop a love for reading and encourage your family to read together more often. 

  

Reading Rainbow- offers a trusted library of books customized to your child’s 
interests, plus exciting video field trips to visit fascinating people and places. Children 
travel to themed islands discovering quality books from numerous acclaimed publishers. 
Each book comes alive with audio storytelling by celebrity actors and features light 
animations and activities to enhance the story. Up to five children in a family can use the 
service at no additional cost. 

 

Aseop’s Quest -Aesop's Quest, based on Aesop's Fables, is a learning game 
where the player must remember elements of a story to complete a level. The game uses 
reading comprehension to develop cognitive reading skills. The touch mechanic of the game 
engages children in a hands-on learning process, implementing kinesthetic learning.  
The game incorporates reading comprehension attuned to the particular grade level, based 
upon excerpts from grade-appropriate reading materials. 
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Grammar Jammers Primary Edition- Pearson Education , Inc. Catchy animated 
songs and rhymes make English language arts exciting! Each animation unlocks a quiz. 
Answer all the quiz questions for all the Grammar Jammers topics and unlock interactive 
rewards. 

 

Grammar Wonderland-Fly, swim, feed, and toss your way to grammar mastery. 
Students will lead their charater through many wonderful adventures as they practice 
using nouns, verbs, adjectives, and more! 

 

Speech with Milo: sequencing, verbs, interactive storybook, adjectives, 
prepositions,or nouns- Build basic language art skills with Milo the mouse with interactive 
activities.  

Hearbuilder Sequencing - Hearbuilder Sequencing features 120 illustrated 
sequences for targeting comprehension and critical thinking. Starts out with simple 2-step 
sequences and gradually progresses to 6 steps! Hear builder includes multiple levels of 
difficulty and 14 different setting variations to target the individual needs of each 
student. 

 



Kids Reading Comprehension Level 1 and 2- Is an educational app, developed to 
assist parents, teachers, caregivers in teaching their children to learn the essential skill 
of reading comprehension. Engaging and educational passages pertinent to everyday life. 
Follow-up questions that challenge your child to remember what he or she read. Progress 
reports for each child accessible from within the app.  

 Storia - Is an e-reader app that works as your digital classroom library. 
Purchase e-books monthly to add to a virtual library and student enthusiasm has never 
been higher for reading time! This app includes audio/visual dictionaries for lower and 
upper ELL and has highlighting and note-taking capabilities. You receive five free books 
with your first download.   

  Fry Words- includes the 1000 most common words used for teaching reading, 
writing, and spelling. The words are broken up into sets of ten each. 

 

  Shake-a-Phrase- Students love to shake the iPad to come up with story 
starters, vocabulary, and parts of speech practice exercises. One shake and you never 
know what you are going to get! 

 

  Bluster- Students build their vocabulary while they battle the elements. This 
has different beginning levels which makes it great for easy differentiation. 



  Grammaropolis-This app has been called Schoolhouse Rock for the 21st 
Century. The parts of speech are animated characters whose personalities match their 
function from the sly pronoun always trying to replace the noun to the conjunction who 
just wants everyone to get along. Students earn badges after following a curriculum map 
that includes songs, books, videos, and quizzes. 

 

Writing 

StoryKit- Create an electronic storybook. Write some text. Illustrate by 
drawing on the screen, taking a photograph, or drawing on paper and then photographing 
the paper.  Sounds can be recorded for telling your story or as sound effects. Layout the 
elements of your story (text boxes, images, and sound clips).  Add, reorder, or delete 
pages from your book. 

Story Me- Make your own comics with personalized photos. Use speech bubbles 
and captions then apply a unique cartoon filter. Use writing skills and story elements to 
turn individual images into a story in seconds.  

 

Story maker- Practice learning your reading, vocabulary, sentence building, and 
sequencing skills, following directions, storytelling, retelling, interacting with others and 
more with this app. There are two screens, create your own story and tell your own story. 

 



  Toontastic- This app is designed to walk students through the storytelling 
process of choosing a scene, climax, setting, conflict, and characters. Students even 
choose music to match the characters’ emotions and create a digital storytelling video that 
is shared with authentic global audiences on the online channel ToonTube. 

  Mad Libs- The classic word game comes to the iPad. Students practice their 
parts of speech and stretch their vocabularies loving the funny payoff that is generated 
at the end. 

 

Spelling 

Spelling City- is a fun and engaging way to learn spelling and vocabulary words by 
playing engaging learning games using any word list.  

 

Spelling Monster- This educational app is a fun and interactive tool for kids to 
practice their spelling words.  Kids can explore a magical world of spelling with different 
games based on their spelling lists that they create.  
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